PENTAS.

The site located among 3 important areas that are Dewan Simbah, SK Chung Hua Bau and residential area. To make sure that the site will be used by anyone from these 3 area, concert venue was proposed inside the site. This concert venue will attract people either from BAU people or visitors from outside the BAU area. This temporary structure is unique because of its materials that are using scaffolding, timber and mesh fabric. The performance stage will be in the middle of the site to give people from whole site view of the important programme. The stage surrounded by gazebo and multipurpose area. The multipurpose area will have landscape, rooftop platform, hamper and seating area. The gazebo can be used as seating space or stall for people that wanted to sell some beverages in the venue period. When there is no venue, the structure can be dismantled and keep it in the safe places to use it again later.
Performance stage located in the middle of the building to attract people.

People enjoying the performance by seating either on the ground or the platform.

Hammock area below of the platform to give people feel relax and chill.